ACTIVITIES

Shine On | Family Activity

ACTIVITY #1:
GETTING TO KNOW
MY TWO INNER VOICES
OBJECTIVES:
1. To help your child identify their two inner voices - the True Voice and
the Challenging Voice.
2. To help your child see the effect of the two voices on their emotions and actions.

DEFINITIONS:
Like Diego in the movie, we all have two inner opposite voices inside our heads that
often drive us nuts and confuse us. Each voice plays a different role; let's see what
it is:
Our True Voice encourages us to take care of ourselves, others ,and the world.
It helps us to try new things. It makes us feel excited, confident, and capable.
It encourages us to shine our Light.
Our Challenging Voice is the voice that challenges us to think only about ourselves, take the easy way out, think that we are not good enough, and keeps us
away from trying new things and from shining our Light.
* Please remind your child that both voices are essential and have an important job
to do. The push and pull between them help us develop our inner strength to overcome challenges and earn the confidence we need to use our voice and shine our
Light.
Learning to distinguish between the two voices is an essential first step towards
making better decisions and shine our Light.
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"SAYS WHO?" ACTIVITY
This activity will help your child make the voices more tenable through words and
statements. Since the voices are more in the form of thoughts and feelings, using
words helps identify the different language and statements each voice represents
and the feelings it evokes in them.
* It is important to remind our children that despite what it seems like in the movie,
the two voices are internal, and they are the only ones that can hear them.

MATERIALS
One printable
One pen
Two colors markers

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Print the printout.
2. Choose one color for the True Voice and a different color for the Challenging
voice.
3. Read each statement and think about which voice this statement represents.
4. Color each statement with the color you choose for this voice.
5. Here are few empty talking bubbles you can come up with your own statements.
Encouraging and discouraging things you tell yourself and color them accordingly.
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SELF-REFLECTION
Recall a situation where you listened and believed your Challenging Voice.
1. What happened?
2. What was the Challenging Voice telling you?
3. How did you feel?
4. What did you do or didn't do because of it?

Recall a situation where you listened and believed your True Voice.
1. What happened?
2. What was the True Voice telling you?
3. How did you feel?
4. What did you do or didn't do because of it?
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PRINTABLE

Think only
about yourself

You can’t do
anything right

You will
never make it

Trust what
you feel

With effort
and dedication,
you will achieve it

They will
make fun of you

I can’t
I’m scared

I’m going to try
even if it seems
difficult

Try new
things!
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It is not
worth trying

I’m bad

I want
to shine

Give it
a try

There is
no point

Your opinion
matters

You are
loved

I don’t care

Just take the
easy way out
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ACTIVITY #2: TURNING DOWN THE VOLUME
OF THE CHALLENGING VOICE
The Challenging inner Voice is strong, loud, quick to make us react, and brings up
uncomfortable feelings of stress and unease. To help our children manage it is
similar to managing a big reactive emotion - by learning to pause and take a
moment before reacting. A great tool to help your child do that is Mindful
Breathing. These are powerful techniques used to focus our breathing on our
natural rhythm, flow, and feel each inhale and exhale to anchor in the present
moment, so it is easier to let go of worrying about the past or the future.
We picked a few Mindful Breathing that your child can easily learn and
use whenever feeling unease, stress, or confusion.
You can use the videos below or the printable cards to help your child learn the
different breathing exercises.
Support your child by pausing periodically and taking the time to breathe
mindfully together.
Remind your child to use Mindful Breathing when they want to bring forward
their True inner Voice when facing a challenge, a decision, or a fear.
Learning to calm down the Challenging Voice and manage our feelings
requires practice and consistency.
Make Mindful Breathing a healthy habit, like others, such as brushing the
teeth, taking a shower, and let your child choose one exercise to practice each
day, either in the morning and at night before going to sleep.
Your child will feel calmer, less stressed, more creative, alert, mindful, and happier.
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MINDFUL BREATHING CARDS
We suggest you:
Print the sheets with the cards.
Glue them on a cardboard and cut them.
Make a punch in the upper left angle and put on a ring.
Your Mindful Breathing portable cards are ready.

SMELLING FLOWERS
Imagine you are smelling a flower,
breathing in deeply through the nose
and out through the mouth. Smelling
flowers is one of the easiest breathing
exercises to master, and a good
starting point for you.

THE BUNNY BREATH
Just like a little bunny in the garden,
encourage your child to take three
quick sniffs in through the nose,
and one long exhale out through the
mouth.

FIVE FINGERS BREATHING
Stretch your hand out like a star. Get
your pointer finger ready to trace your
fingers. Slide up each finger slowly –
slide down the other side. Breath in
through your nose – out through your
mouth. Put it together and breathe in as
you slide up and breath out as you slide
down. Keep going until you have
finished tracing your hand.

BLOWING BUBBLES
Pretend you are holding a bubble wand
in your hand. Take a deep breath in,
hold that breath for a moment. Slowly
breath out, as you visualize shimmery
bubbles floating into the sky. If there
is something you are worried about
right now, imagine that the bubbles
are carrying that worry away.
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THE SNAKE BREATH
Pretend you are a snake and hiss,
inhaling deeply through the nose
and blowing out through the mouth
with a soft and low hissing sound.

SMELL THE FLOWER
AND BLOW OUT THE CANDLE
Pretend that you have a flower in
one hand and a candle in the other.
The first step is smelling the
flower, taking a deep breath in
through the nose, and filling the
lungs with air. Next, exhale and blow
out the candle in the other hand.
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BUMBLEBEE BREATH

DEEP BELLY BREATH

Sit down comfortably and place your
hands on your knees. Inhale through
your nose, keeping your mouth closed.
Next, with your mouth still closed, make
a humming or buzzing noise (like a
bumblebee) as you exhale. You can also
cup your hands around the ears to
amplify the buzzing sound.

Place one hand on your belly and one
hand on your chest. Take a deep breath
in for four counts and then exhale slowly
(through the nose) for four counts.
Remind to pay attention to the rise and
fall of your chest and belly as you
complete the exercise.

TUMBLE DRYER
Sit cross-legged and get comfortable.
Point your index fingers toward
each other in front of your mouth.
After your inhale deeply through
the nose, exhale through the
mouth and swirl your fingers around
as you do so (like a tumble dryer).
The fun part of this is the swishy
noise you hear as you exhale.

HOT AIR BALLOON BREATH
Sit comfortably and cup your hands
around the mouth. Inhale deeply,
and on the exhale (through your
mouth), expand your hands
outward, as if you are blowing up a
giant hot air balloon.
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DRAGON FIRE
BREATH
Interlace your fingers under the
chin, and as you inhale, raise the
elbows as high as you can around
your neck and face. On the exhale,
lower your elbows back down.

SHOULDER ROLL BREATH
Sit comfortably; as you take a deep
breath in, roll your shoulders up
toward the ears, and then drop the
shoulders back down on the exhale.
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ACTIVITY #3: MY GOALS
OBJECTIVES:
1. To help your child dare to dream and to set goals
2. To help your child identify the role of the Two Voices in taking or not taking the
necessary steps towards the goals
3. To map out concrete steps towards their goals
We all have dreams and desires to do great things. But many times, it is our Challenging inner Voice that gets in our way to reaching these goals. We start doubting
our ability or become afraid of what other people will say or don't want to make an
effort to reach our goals. Sometimes we give up in the middle, and sometimes we
don't even start.
But when we understand that this is a normal part of how we learn and grow, we can
learn how to keep going despite the doubts and insecurities and other limiting
beliefs put out by our Challenging Voice. And the more we practice turning down
the volume of this voice, the easier it gets, and the stronger we become.

ADVOCATING FOR MY GOALS
This Activity will help your child write down their Challenging inner arguments
against taking steps towards their goals and counter-arguing their True inner Voice
to overcome their fears and insecurities.

MATERIALS

Printable chart
Pen or pencil
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INSTRUCTIONS
1. Write in the left column of the table 2-3 goals you would like to achieve and
share. One in each space, guide yourself by the example.
2. Think about those fears, doubts, or insecurities that your Challenging Voice can
tell to prevent you from reaching your goals.
3. Think about what your True Voice would say to counterattack each statement of
the Challenging Voice.

PRINTABLE CHART:
Advocating for my Goals

MY CHALLENGING
VOICE SAYS:

I WOULD LIKE TO…

(Doubts, fears, and insecurities)

I’m afraid of not qualifying.

I would like to try
for the school’s soccer team.

I worry that I´m not good
enough and I won´t get
accepted.
If I get into the team and
don´t play well, my
teammate will be
upset with me.

I want to raise my hand
in class and participate
more.

MY TRUE VOICE SAYS:
(Encouraging, trusting, and loving)

It is worth giving it a try.
You will feel sorry for
not trying.
Everyone is nervous in
the beginning.
Your teammates and
coach will support you.

I´m afraid of not answering
correctly.

Making mistakes is part
of learning.

Maybe no one is interested
in my comments.

Your opinion matters.

I´m afraid my classmates
will make fun of me.
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Your real friends won’t
laugh at you.
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GOING FOR MY GOAL
This Goal Chart will help your child map out their goals and the steps they can take
towards them while recognizing the two voices along the way, practicing mindfulness techniques to quiet down the challenging voice and connect to their confidence, positive and encouraging True Voice needed to move forward towards their
goal.

MATERIALS:
Printable Goal Chart
A pen or a pencil
INSTRUCTIONS:
Have your child choose one of the goals from the table in the previous step to fill
out in the Goal Chart, or print more Goal charts, one for each goal.
Posting the Goal Chart in your child's room will serve as a reminder for your child's
goals and steps towards them.
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GOING FOR MY GOAL

MY CHALLENGING
VOICE IS SAYING

MY TRUE VOICE
SAYING

MY GOAL

MINDFULNESS
TECHNIQUES

STEPS TOWARDS
MY GOAL

HOW DO I FEEL ABOUT MY GOAL NOW?
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